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1. Introduction  

Every software-based system would require the security mechanism to be deployed in within the system. For example, 

the implementation of encryption which could convert the plaintext to unreadable and random text by means of 

automation [1]. However, those technique would have been derived from so called “simple and manual technique” 

which own limited capability in terms of their efficiency (capacity) and computation’s result, which then transform into 

automated mechanism for computation. This shows that a basic variety of algorithm or solution were always been 
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important and would need to be developed consistently regardless of the success current technique of encryption, so 

that it could be enhanced or improved for future used. The good mechanism of encryption would be very important to 

be deployed in most of the online business platform, of Web Based system (E-Commerce) which are widely used across 

all regions, and this also reflects the importance of scripting language which were used to develop the system. One of 

the languages which are accessible easily is the Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 

as they are of the open source type. The understanding of the encryption mechanism was supposed to be aligned with 

the understanding of specific scripting language (PHP & HTML), as the mechanism could be interpreted in different 

manner by other language in terms of their flow of execution. In addition, it is vital to understand deeply and exploring 

the encryption concept in PHP and HTML. Therefore, in this research experiment, a light module of encryption that able 

to manipulate the original text (user input) by using array concept and random number were developed in order to 

investigate the ability of built in functions in PHP and HTML to perform basic encryption. The developed light module 

was to focus on the concept and mechanism that could be used to for any possible extension or learning rather than the 

usage in commercial context. 

 

2. Prior Work  

As an increasing number of applications transitions to the Web, the need of ordinary users to have more secure Web 

applications had increased and Web developers are attempting to meet those expectations. They need to fulfill the users' 

expectation in providing secure web application due to increasing numbers of critical applications such as online 

banking, e-commerce system, e-learning, and other related applications [2]. Those systems required data protection in 

terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The cryptography techniques can be applied for data confidentiality 

and integrity protection. Commonly, proper backup and recovery techniques will be used for availability protection. 

There are various techniques proposed to enhance web application security such as code obfuscation techniques which 

randomize the web application source code to make the code harder to read [3]. However, more complex code will 

decrease the performance of the application itself. There were more works proposed to utilized the cryptography 

techniques includes the established encryption with algorithms in securing web applications [4]. The researcher 

applied the cryptography techniques in various layers of protections such as source code layer [5,6], password, or 

authentication layer [7,8], database layer [9,10] as well as a communication layer [11]. Although various solutions were 

already proposed, there are still improvements and enhancement required due to the increasing number of new types 

of attacks towards web applications. One of the main concerns in data protection is to balance the effectiveness of 

protection measures and application performance. This research tries to propose lightweight solutions that can be 

embed with existing solutions that will contribute minimal impact to the application performance. 

 

3. Objectives  

The objectives of this research were to develop a light string manipulation module using the scripting language which 

are PHP and HTML. The development of this module would be able to increase the understanding towards the concept 

of string manipulation which much related to cryptography studies.  
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4. Methods  

4.1 SDLC 

The non-plan driven technique was implemented in this program development as opposed to the systematic approach 

promoted in within Software Engineering field. The program was considered as small-scale project as it comprises of 

few lines of codes of PHP and HTML. The Non-Plan driven promotes flexibility during development, in terms of response 

to adhoc requirement changes. However, it consists of few models which called as software process model, whereby 

incremental model was deployed in this development. Incremental model comprises of few activities such as 

Specification (Requirement), Development (Coding) and Validation (Testing).  

 

  4.2 Software process model (Incremental) 

 4.2.1 Specification 

 4.2.1.1 Development tools 

Apache were required in this research experiment in order to execute the PHP scripts, whilst the client (Browser) were 

required to display the GUI of HTML scripts. The Apache were installed via XAMPP package (v3.2.2) of Cross Platform 

which available as an open source tool. Notepad application were used as a platform for the program scripts to be 

written and were stored in htdocs folder of XAMPP in within C: partition. 

         

 4.2.1.2 Architecture-Client server 

The developed program are in the form of Web Based whereby the Client Server architecture were deployed in the 

system. The architecture allows the exchange of information (request and response) in between Client (Browser) and 

Server (Apache of XAMPP) [12]. A page or program were requested via the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) with the 

configured port (8080). 

             

  4.2.1.3 Pseudocode 

In this development, pseudocode were developed in order to design the system flow as well as to visualize the program 

mechanism [13]. Fig. 1. shows the pseudocode of the service page (enc3.php). 

 

                                        

 

                                                            Fig. 1. Pseudocode of service page (enc3.php) 
 

 
 

BEGIN 

 

   IF the input is not empty 

      then $w[rand(0,strlen($w=input from user-1)]=generate random no; 

           Display manipulated string($w) 

ELSE 

then Display "No data inserted..."Redirect to main page (inputenc.html) 

 

END 
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4.2.2 Development 

 4.2.2.1 Code 

The program were developed using the components as shown in Table 1. It also contains the description and purpose 

of each function and statement. 

 

Table 1. Purpose of program components. 
 

Function/Statement Purpose 

<?php ?> Indicating the 

start and end 

point of the PHP 
program 

echo() Display output 

strlen() Return the 
number of 

counts of string 

$w A variable 

which hold the 

string data type 
keyed in by the 

user as well as 

overwritten 

string after 
manipulation 

$_POST[] 
 
 
 

Retrieve the 

data from the 

textbox input of 

HTML type 

rand() 
 

Return a 

random number 

(integer) in 

within a certain 
range 

empty() Validate input 

if()else{} Validate 
condition of 

input 

-1 
 

Required in 

order to get the 

exact index 
number of the 

string (keyed in 

data) 

$w[] 
 

Defining and 

overwriting 
character at 
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specific index 

(offset) 

header() 
 

Redirect to 

required page 

<html></html> 
 

Indicating the 
start and end 

point of HTML 

program 

<form></form> 
 

Indicating the 

start and end 
point of form of 

HTML 

method="post" Retrieve data 

action="enc3.php" Redirect to 

enc3.php 

webpage 

name="" Define name for 

the input 

value="" Define text on 

the input type 
(*submit type) 

<input type="text"> A graphical 

textbox to 

accept input  

<input type="submit"> A graphical 

button to 
transmit data 

 

In this research experiment, the flow chart were used as a tool to design and depict the system flow in addition to 

pseudocode [14]. In some instance, flow chart were assume to be more friendly as compared to pseudocode whereby it 

uses graphical images (shapes) to indicate the program’s flow. Whilst, flowchart were much closer to the executed 

program’s script as compared to flow chart. However, both were interrelated whereby a flowchart could be transformed 

from a pseudocode. Fig. 2. shows the components of flow chart.  

 

 

Shape Action 

 

 

 

 

 

Process/Computation 
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Input/Output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Decision 

 

 

 

 

Flow/Sequence/Direction 

 
FIG. 2. Components of Flow Chart. 

 

   4.2.2.2 Installation and configuration 

A configuration were required in this development as the default port were unavailable. The port were change to 8080 

and this caused the request made via URL were embedded with the new port number. Configuration (Listen 8080) were 

made via the httpd.conf file which retrievable from the XAMPP Control Panel. In some instances, the services such as 

VMWARE should be terminated in order to allow the port availability. Figs. 3 and 4 shows the Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) of httpd.conf and services list in XAMPP 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Configuration steps of port via httpd.conf file. 
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Fig. 4. GUI of services list via XAMPP. 
 

4.2.3 Validation  

Required activities in testing were conducted towards the program scripts in order to achieve the Validation 

and Verification (V&V) [15]. The following test level and type were conducted towards the program script 

 
  4.2.3.1 Test Level 

Fig. 5 shows the test level model which were carried out in the research experiment. 

 

                                                          Unit (Functional, Non-Functional)->Static, Dynamic 

Integration (Functional, Non-Functional)-> Static, Dynamic 

                                                         System (Functional, Non-Functional)->Static, Dynamic 

Acceptance (Functional, Non-Functional)-> Static, Dynamic 

Fig. 5. The test levels. 

Table 2 shows the template of the test case that were used to test the Functional and Non-Functional type of testing. 

Test Case were very important in order to represent the purpose of the testing that were conducted in the research 

experiment. 

Table 2. Test Case Template. 

Test Case ID The unique ID 
Type The test type (Functional 

or Non-Functional) 
Objective The purpose of testing 

Input The input (String type 
etc.) 

Procedure/Steps List of actions required 
Expected Output The expected displayed 

results prior to execution 
Actual Output The displayed results of 

execution 
Result Test case results 
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5. Result and Discussion  

   5.1 Algorithm 

      5.1.1 Coding 

 

 

Fig. 6. Main page (inputenc.html). 
 

Fig. 6. shows the script of HTML type which were written in within the notepad file of HTML type and extension. <form> 

tag of HTML were used in this program to display the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of textbox field and submit button. 

In within the <form> tag, action=”enc3.php” were used in order to redirect the user to other web page (enc3.php) with 

keyed in data (user input. The data transmission were done using the method POST which were written as 

method=“post”, in within the <from> tag. The <input> of type text were used in this program as to accept input of string 

type from user dynamically. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Service page (enc3.php). 
 

Fig. 7. shows the service page (enc3.php) whereby in this program, the computation of replacing the single 

character of string (user input) keyed in occur. For example, if the user would keyed in the string “abc”, it 

would be then counted as 3 characters and this include space. The character counting were computed using 

the function strlen() in strlen($w=$_POST['input'])-1. The argument in the strlen() function which is 

$w=$_POST['input'] would retrieve the data from the HTML form and stored in variable $W. For example, 

the count abc (input) consist of 3 characters, therefore the strlen () would return the value of 3, however, the 

$w would hold a value of 2 due to the subtraction of -1 which is 3-1=2. The -1 were required in order to get 

the range of index i.e. (0,1,2) as to create order of alphabets replacement according to index. For example, 

consider Fig. 8. scripts and its elaboration. 

*Assuming following condition in the first run: 

 

• rand(0,9) produce 8. 

• $_POST['input'])hold abc 

<html> 
<form action="enc3.php" method="post"> 
<input type="text" name="input"> 
<input type="submit" value="compute"> 
</form> 
</html> 

<?php 
If (!empty($_POST['input'])){$w[rand(0,strlen($w=$_POST['input'])-1)]=rand(0,9); 
echo $w;} 
else {echo "No data inserted...";} 
header("refresh:1; url=inputenc.html"); 
?> 
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• rand(0,strlen($w=$_POST['input'])-1) produce 0. 

 

$w[rand(0,strlen($w=$_POST['input'])-1)]=rand(0,9); 
$w[rand(0,3-1)]=8; 

$w[rand(0,2)]=8; 
$w[2]=8; 

 
Fig. 8. Elaboration of array redefinition of specific offset.  

 

The statement after the elaboration would be $w[2]=8 which means the variable $w which initially hold value of string 

type (abc) would be then replace by the value of 8 of alphabets with index or offset 0. This means that the string (abc) 

which has index of (0→a, 1→b, 2→c) would then become 8bc as the final string. echo () statement then were used to 

display the manipulated string as an output on the screen. In prior to the string manipulation computation, a control 

structure of condition has been deployed in order to validate the whether data has been keyed or not. If not, no 

computation occur and the page would redirect to main page from service page. Fig. 9 shows the design of the proposed 

manipulation technique in the form of flow chart model.  

 

 

 

Fig. 9. The flow chart model of the encryption module. 
 
5.1.2 Graphical user interface 
 
Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13 shows the output of all the versions of the program. 

 

Fig. 10. Output of main page. 
 

 

Fig. 11. Output of main page with (abc) as an input. 
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Fig. 12. Output sample of a first run with input (abc). 
 

 

Fig. 13. Output sample of another run with the same input (abc). 
 

5.2 Testing (Validation) 

Functional and Non-Functional Requirement type of the program were tested and carried out as an activities in testing 

as to make sure the working functionality of the program. However, the main concern in this research experiment were 

the Functional Requirement whereby the manipulation computation were tested in two runs. The testing were based 

on own defined exit criteria i.e.  (Web page linking, user input, data manipulation computation, and response time). 

Below shows the test cases of few testing types which were conducted on each of the test level, which then led to the 

acceptance of the system. 

 

5.2.1 Unit Testing  

Table 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 shows the test cases of tested Functional and Non-Functional requirement at unit test level. 
 

Table 3: F1 Test Case. 
 

Test Case ID F-1 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the functionality 
of text field of 
inputenc.html program 

Input String Type Data 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data  

II. Click submit 
button 

Expected Output Input with single 
alphabet replaced by new 
value (ab8) 

Actual Output ab8 
Result PASS 

 

Table 4: F2 Test Case. 
 

Test Case ID F-2 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the functionality 
of data manipulation of 
enc3.php program with 

similar output 
Input String Type Data (similar 

as to previous run) 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data  
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II. Click submit 
button 

Expected Output Input with single 
alphabet replaced by new 
value (a9c) 

Actual Output a9c 
Result PASS 

 

Table 5: F3 Test Case. 
 

Test Case ID F-3 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the functionality 
of display statement of 

enc3.php program 
Input String Type Data 

Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 

II. Click submit 

button 

Expected Output Input with single 
alphabet replaced by new 

value (a9c) 
Actual Output a9c 

Result PASS 
 

Table 6: NF1 Test Case. 

Test Case ID NF-1 
Type Non-Functional 

Objective To test the response time 
of text field displayed of 
inputenc.html program 

Input String Type Data 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data  

II. Click submit 
button 

Expected Output Keyed in data appeared 
instantly in the textbox 

Actual Output Keyed in data appeared 
instantly in the textbox 

Result PASS 
 

Table 7: NF2 Test Case. 
 

Test Case ID NF-2 
Type Non-Functional 

Objective To test the processing 
time of data manipulation 
of enc3.php program with 

similar output 
Input String Type Data (similar 

as to previous run) 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 

II. Click submit 
button 
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Expected Output Input with single 
alphabet replaced by new 
value (a9c) displayed in 
within the timeline as in 

NF-1 
Actual Output a9c 

Result PASS 
 

Table 8. NF3 Test Case. 
 

Test Case ID NF-3 
Type Non-Functional 

Objective To test the processing 
time of display statement 

of enc3.php program 
Input String Type Data 

Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 
II. Click submit 

button 
Expected Output Input with single 

alphabet replaced by new 
value (a9c) 

Actual Output a9c 
Result PASS 

 

     5.2.2 Integration and System Testing 

Table 9, 10, 11, and 12 shows the test cases of tested Functional and Non-Functional requirement at integration and 

system testing test level. 

Table 9: F1-ISY Test Case. 

Test Case ID F-1-ISY 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the linking in 
between inputenc.html 

and enc3.php 
Input String Type Data 

Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 
II. Click submit 

button 
Expected Output enc3.php page displayed 

along with data keyed in 
(abc) 

Actual Output ab8 
Result PASS 

 

Table 10: F2-ISY Test Case. 

Test Case ID F-2-ISY 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the linking in 
between inputenc.html 

and enc3.php via header() 
Input String Type Data 

Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 
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II. Click submit 
button 

III. Wait for 1 
second after 

enc3.php page 
Expected Output inputenc.html displayed 

Actual Output nnputenc.html displayed 
Result PASS 

 

Table 11: F3-ISY Test Case. 

Test Case ID F-3-ISY 
Type Non-Functional 

Objective To test the linking 
processing time in 

between inputenc.html 
and enc3.php 

Input String Type Data 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 

II. Click submit 
button 

Expected Output enc3.php page displayed 
along with data keyed in 

(abc) in less than a 
second 

Actual Output ab8 
Result PASS 

 

Table 12: F4-ISY Test Case. 

Test Case ID F-4-ISY 
Type Functional 

Objective To test the linking 
processing time in 

between inputenc.html 
and enc3.php via header() 

Input String Type Data 
Procedure/Steps I. Enter data 

II. Click submit 
button 

III. Wait for 1 
second after 

enc3.php page 
Expected Output inputenc.html displayed 

in less than a second 
Actual Output nnputenc.html displayed 

in less than a second 
Result PASS 

 

6. Conclusions 

Data manipulation were vital in any system available today. Without data manipulation, it would be assumed that a 

system were of lesser security aspects. This is due to the nature of the system especially the web based whereby the 

exchange of information occur via data transmission in within the Commercial Interconnected Network (Internet). In 

some of the security threats and attacks, those were from the data hijacked during transmission [16]. Therefore, it is 
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necessary for the data to be protected prior to transmission and data manipulation is one of the key to achieve this goal. 

In other words, it could be as so called “encryption” whereby the data (text input) is being changed to other data (text) 

of different meaning or expression. As for many system available today, the design of the security may varied and the 

reliability could be varied based on the design. It would be something like “the better the design, the better the security, 

the better is the reliability”. And in many security mechanism, it always a good idea to go into details, and in this research 

context, is the data manipulation, and these could be achieved via research etc. Therefore, it is important to develop a 

variety of design with variety of mechanisms in terms of data manipulation computation. It is strongly recommended 

that the researchers in computing and any field to involve more consistently and regularly in the research which related 

to data manipulation as an aspect of security in computing system. 

 

7. Future Enhancement 

The developed module were seems to be useful in understanding the basic concept of data manipulation as a security 

aspect in a context of scripting languages specifically in PHP and HTML, and also to provide awareness of the data 

manipulation with their importance. It has few aspects that could be improved and extended in order to be used in 

commercial context. For example, the complexity of single character manipulations could be enhanced in the future by 

having multiple character manipulation. In addition, the value generated could be enhanced by the multiple alphabets 

generated with special character, and the module is not meant and solely focus on data during transmission but rather 

the manipulation of string technique. 
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